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Hello :)
we’re 11:FS

11:FSis the challenger team building and launching
next-generation digital ventures for some of the largest  
financial services players in the world.



The land of  
plenty...

Navigating disruption beyond trend spotting:
How can you tell what is significant for your business, in  
a  crowded market, filled with loud futurists and  
confident startups?



From spectral  
endoscopy  
and VR: let’s  
get real



So what?



In 2006, none of  
these existed.

What will 2030 look like?

Billions are being spent each year trying to guess  
what lies ahead. Having felt the disruption of recent  
years, banks and FS players are spending time and  
money to find comfort in predictions and guesses of  
what may come next.

The answer iswe don’t know what lies  
ahead.

The answer iswe cannot know what  
lies ahead.

The answer iswe are yet to work  
out what has already  
landed. Focus on that.



No one  
knows.



What we do  
know.



What’s real:  
Building blocks  
of change.

From connected  
homes to omni  
channel corporate  
banking strategies,  
it all starts with a  
device in your  
pocket.

Secure and  
regulator-approved  
cloud infrastructure  
makes scale  
achievable in  
unprecedented  
ways.

Data is not the  
new oil, because  
oil is finite,  
volatile and  
understood.
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Profitability

Business viability  

Skillset
Watch the video.

Disruption is  
personal.

https://youtu.be/MJxI30eFcsY


Exploring the art of the possible

Exploiting existing infrastructure  

Riding the regulatory wave

Unbundling is  
incidental.



Value is more than money.

Value added – what you actually do
Value extracted – what you get paid

Value realized – what the client gets



Competition no longer looks familiar

Disintermediation is not a zero sum game

Your loss isn’t  
someone else’s  
gain.



There is no silver bullet. Trend spotting is overwhelming  
and trying to buy time with ‘me too’ marketing and  
cosmetic plays is distracting, expensive and of very  
little investment value while time passes. And  
opportunities expire.

The ‘core’ should not be ‘what’s left’.

Waiting is  
dangerous...



Online banking2018



Online banking1993



£250Bn



Seeing the thing  
Copying the thing  
Making sure the thing  
works
Is not enough



I can put on a pilots
outfit But can I fly a plane?



Lawnmowers: Ask the wrong questions, get the wrong answers
A Jobs to be Done mindset gives companies the superpower to reimagine their value propositions.

Approach:
Solutioneering

Question:
How can we improve the  
lawn mower?

Customer Answer:  
Reduce the time I spend  
cutting the grass, make it  
easier and make it more  
fun

New proposition:
A self driving, self driving  
& auto-post pictures of  
the cut lawn to instagram

Approach:
Jobs To Be
Done

Question:
Why do you hire a lawn  
mower?

Customer Answer:  
To keep my grass short  
(future state)

New proposition:  
Artificial grass or  
genetically modified  
seeds which only grow  
grass half an inch.



MIND THEGAP

COMMODITY PRODUCT
Onboarding  
Risk Profiling  
Monthly savings
Interest FreeSavings  
Pension Savings
Buy ETFs  
Sell ETFs
View Market Data  
Quarterly PortfolioReport

CUSTOMER JOBS
“When can I retire?”
“Am I investingethically?”
“What will be retirement be like?”  
“How can I save when day to day  
is so expensive?”
“What will happen to my kids  
after I’mgone?”
“How will I deal with unexpected  
problems?”
“Am I ready for a rainy day?”  
“Am I ready for kids university  
expenses?”



Magic beans and shiny
things



Avoid  
novelty acts

Focus on business model  
innovation, seamless  
delivery & goodUX.



Case study: RBS’s Mettle SME challenger bank

Tasks

SMEs want to feel in  
control of their business  
and focus on tasks that  

matters most.

Instant invoicing

SMEs want to keep track  
of their cash flow and  

avoid expected liquidity  
shortage.

Easy expense

SMEs want to easily record  
their expenses and  

integrate it with their  
accountancy tools.

Customer-centric product features  
based on Jobs-to-be-Done research.
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Technology without  
heartdestroys us.



Why AI  
won’t help  
you.

FS engagementwith  
new technology is  
mostly ‘side of desk’  
and part of a   
hedging effort.

Making money is an  
afterthought when  
engaging with  
emerging tech.

The fully loaded  
cost of  
experimentation  
is eye watering.  
And its ROI  
depressing.
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There are three real options



Old money.  
New  
regulations.

Minimum viable compliance is not minimal.



Utility.

Plumbing is beautiful, but not glamorous.



‘New new’  
money.

Create, distribute,enable.

Imagine, risk,iterate.  

And partner.



No silverbullet



Heavy - makes you pretty

Medium - makes you smart

Light - makes you valuable  

Interoperability as the secret ingredient

‘Easy’ comes  
at a price...



Money is not a dirty word

Vampires and  
cheese  
sandwiches.



Presenting...

Find where the disruption gets personal  
Find a true need in the market
Identify the monetisation angle and business  
drivers
Find the right partner  
Build

Partnerships  
and love  
stories.



Getting the hard stuff  
right



11



ˌɪntərˌɒp(ə)rəˈbɪlɪti/ noun
the ability of computer systems or software  
to exchange and make use of information.

Simple

Systems that  
do...



ˌɪntərˌɒp(ə)rəˈbɪlɪti/ noun
the ability of computer systems or software  
to exchange and make use of information.

the ability to automatically interpret  
information exchanged, meaningfully and  
accurately, in order to produce useful results  
as defined by the end users of two or more  
systems.

Not sosimple

Systems that  
deliver...



Tipping points

The world above your API layer  
The world beneath your API layer

The day after

Building isnot  
enough.



You need to understand why, not what (unless  
you are the CTO).

Your real customer is the dev team: love your  
SDKs: transition from UX to DX

It's not about new tech, it's  
about new techies

Kubernetes is an open-source
container-orchestration system for automating  
deployment, scaling and management of  
containerized applications. It was originally  
designed by Google and is now maintained by  
the Cloud Native Computing Foundation.

What is  
Kubernetes  
when it’s at  
home?

And do you need  
to know?



SCALING THEPRODUCT
VS IDENTIFYINGTHE
PRODUCT THATWILL SCALE

The “minimum viable” product must be feature complete  
to drive revenue

GETTING TOTHE “MLP”

Minimum Viable  
Product (MVP)$

MinimumLoveable  
Product (MLP)<3

The ‘minimum loveable product’ focuses on pivoting
and changing the proposition rapidly to

1. Stay withinrisk appetite
2. Learn and iterate rapidly
3. Adjust core features and capability base on  

learnings

Startups focus on MLP not MVP

MVP Goal = Feature  
Complete

An MVP focusses on breadth of features before it  
can launch, but it assumes customers will like  
what is launched and how it is designed

VS

MLP Goal =Growth  
Potential

An MLP may launch with a product that could not  
be used at scale, but finds it easier to fit within  
risk appetite, learn and adjust. It then bakes  
those learnings into future iterations



How value  
travels in digital  
economies



What will you  
do next?



Thank you
Leda Glyptis, 11:FSChief of Staff & 11:FSFoundry CEO  
leda@11fs.com |@ledaglyptis
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